
Integrates Specific Gravity into 
the Charge Cycle to Optimize 
Your Battery Performance

 Dynamic recharge optimization with   
 specific gravity

 Enhanced electrolyte level sensing

 Battery centric management of  
 equalize schedule

 Battery centric management of one  
 100% charge per day

 Lifetime Temperature and  
 Ampere Hour recording

 DataLink2 compatible

 Cell failure alert

 Easy to install and use

Made in America

Simple. Smart. On Target.



Adaptive Charger Configuration 
The TruBID tells the charger what type of battery is 
connected and how it should be recharged.

Dynamic Recharge Optimization
During the charge, the TruBID continuously reports 
the electrolyte temperature and specific gravity so that 
the charger optimizes the charge curve.

Full Recharge Verification 
Using proprietary systems unique to AMETEK 
Prestolite Power, the TruBID continuously monitors 
the battery’s specific gravity and extends the charge to 
meet the manufacturer’s required specification.  

• A sulfated battery will get full voltage time charge  
 cycles until the specific gravity goal is met.  

• Well maintained batteries end with a known good  
 specific gravity after a shorter charge cycle. 

Full Charge Lockout
During periods of light usage, batteries can 
sometimes experience several 100% charges in a 
single day. This reduces battery life and is contrary 
to manufacturers’ recommendations. The TruBID, in 
concert with the charger, guarantees that the battery 
never experiences more than one recharge per day.

Equalize Lockout
It is critically important that each battery receive one 
equalize charge per week, but sometimes changes 
in production schedules trigger multiple equalize 
charges. This additional overcharge is unnecessary 
and is bad for the battery. With the TruBID, you can 
schedule the equalize charge to occur on the day of 
your choosing and be assured that under no circum-
stances will it equalize more than once per week.

Enhanced electrolyte level sensing 
Ordinary level sensors measure electrolyte level at a 
single point – it’s either “low” or “high.” The TruBID 

breaks this down into 3 different levels, allowing more 
meaningful assessment of the battery’s current state 
and how soon it will need to be watered.

Cell failure alert
TruBid detects problem cells within the battery by 
comparing total battery voltage to that of a pilot cell. 
Issues are reported both by LED on the TruBid itself 
and on the charger display.

Lifetime temperature and ampere hour 
recording
TruBid measures and records the lifetime average 
temperature and total ampere hours into the battery.

On board LED alerts 
TruBID has 6 onboard LEDs, providing status  
displays for:

1. Electrolyte level
2. Target specific gravity
3. Battery cell issues
4. Probe maintenance required
5. Communications in progress
6. “Heartbeat” signal during normal operation

Information available at the Charger
Information collected by TruBid throughout the charge 
is available to the user on the charger display.

1. Electrolyte specific gravity
2. Electrolyte temperature
3. Electrolyte level
4. Cell balance status
5. Equalize status

Backward compatible
TruBid supports all legacy features and functionality 
on chargers already installed. Most existing AMETEK 
chargers can also be upgraded to incorporate TruBid 
features via firmware update.

DataLink II compatible 
TruBid provides all of the necessary information 
to support data collection and analysis using the 
DataLink II wireless network and the Boost Facility 
Analyzer.

Easy to install
Only 3 wires to connect and one probe to install.

Rugged potted enclosure 
Utilizes technology developed during more than 
two decades of experience with battery-mounted 
electronic devices.

Single model solution 
One model works with any battery from 12-40 cells.

Warranty
1 year limited warranty.

  

Part Numbers for TruBID and Accessories
198945 – TruBID Kit (12-40 Cell)

198946 – Sensor Installation Kit: 1-1/8” step drill

191897 – Installation drill bit (3/16”)  
 and NO-OX-ID grease
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